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SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism 

 

Buddhism religion 

A Vedanta Hinduism extension {Buddhism} can emphasize compassion and self-denial. 

method 

Buddhism is a method, a way to heal oneself. People should have pure awareness, have unity, and live in the present. 

Simple Buddhism has no creed or mythology about this world or the next. 

self 

People actually have no egos, only body willings, sense qualities, perceptions, and desires. 

method 

People can control such thoughts, with no need to extinguish them by harsh measures. Through control, people gain 

freedom from desire and new relation to seemingly outer world. People gain self-composure, serenity, and calmness. 

Next, outer world disappears, in favor of inner being. People can lose their thoughts and desires and surrender self, to 

find their inner being. After enlightenment, people no longer need Buddhism. 

illusion of the world 

The world of things and people is many and transient {illusion of the world}. People are only physical forms, 

sensations, feelings, judgments, and dispositions. Knowledge categories are only imprecise thing and people groups. In 

Buddhism, cause ends when effect begins. 

mind 

Mind is unable to lead people to Truth or express Truth and so is not important. Mind perceives only true-reality 

projections and so sees world as real and outside self. Mind values things in world. Desires and perceptions lead to 

ignorance of Truth. 

physical relation 

Physical objects are all the same in essence. Physical objects can have different relations to other things. 

sin 

Buddhism has no ideas of sin or guilt. 

gods 

Esoteric Buddhism has gods. 

In Japan, Daibutsu is the Grand Buddha. There is Newborn Buddha. Kangiten Shoten is Sacred Heaven. Jizo is 

Guardian of the Soul. Kannon is Mercy. Bishamon is Fortune. Fugen is Long Life. Kishimojin is patron of children. 
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Arhan is holy disciple of Buddha. Inary is rice bearer. Oni is Gatekeeper of Hell. Benten is music and arts. Fudo is fire. 

Emma is Judge of the Dead. 

In China, Shou Xing is god of longevity. Guan Yin is goddess of compassion. Duke Guan is god of war and 

literature. Cai Shen is god of wealth. 

holidays 

Ashada Purnima is first sermon of Buddha after attaining Mahaparinirvana in Kosi. Full Moon of Vaisakha is birth 

of Buddha. Vaisakha Purnima honors when Buddha attained bodhi or nirvana. 

meditation 

Buddhism has meditation styles. Recollection of the Buddha is a method. Vipassana or Insight is about breathing. 

Loving-kindness is about generalized compassion. Tantric Buddhism Wind mediation is about breath and spirit. 

Chag-zôg Tibetan Buddhism meditations include Kargyü-School Great Seal meditations and Nying-ma or Ancient-

School Great Perfection meditations. Focused Attention is on object or thought. Open Presence concentrates on object, 

thought, or image, to get to pure awareness. Non-Referential Compassion is a Loving-kindness meditation, including 

Sevenfold Causal Instructions, Equanimitous Exchange of Self and Other, and Giving and Taking. 

 

bodhi in Buddhism 

People can have awakening {bodhi, Buddhism}. 

 

Buddha nature 

In Buddhism, people have connections to, and/or are part of, true reality {Buddha nature}. 

 

citta 

People have a conscious state {citta}. 

 

ditthi 

People have belief or false belief {ditthi}. 

 

domanassa 

People have mental pain {domanassa}, including grief. 

 

enlightenment 

People can know that no "other" or outside world exists {enlightenment}, only their being. After enlightenment, 

people no longer need Buddhism. All is void. 

 

karma in Buddhism 

Voluntary actions have three causes {seeds of destiny} of destiny {karma, Buddhism}. They depend on former, 

current, and future acts. Karma can change by choosing different living styles. 

 

lokas 

Buddhism has three created worlds {lokas}: desires, pure forms with no desires, and no forms. People discover these 

worlds in sequence by going to deeper consciousness states. 

 

nibbana 

Extinction {nibbana} is the highest goal, to quiet greed, hatred, and ignorance and reach unconditioned state. 

 

nimitta 

World has signs or images {nimitta}. 

 

nirvana in Buddhism 

People can be compassionate, friendly, clear-minded, and calm {nirvana, Buddhism}. Even nirvana itself loses all 

meaning after it happens. Achieving nirvana is the same as samsara. Nirvana is not a state or heaven. 

 

panna 

People can have wisdom or understanding {panna}. 

 

samadhi in Buddhism 
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People can have concentration {samadhi, Buddhism}. 

 

sammapatti 

In Buddhism, one can achieve serene and mindful mental state {sammapatti, Buddhism} by meditation. It is the 

highest dhamma. 

 

sila 

People can have proper conduct or moral rule {sila}. 

 

somanssa 

People can have mental happiness {somanssa}. 

 

sukha 

People can have bodily pleasure or happiness {sukha}. 

 

Tripitka 

The Pali-Canon Three-Baskets {Tripitka} are for discipline, discourse, and extra doctrine. 

 

Triple Gem 

Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha {Triple Gem}. 

 

Twelve Bases 

The senses or ways of knowing {Twelve Bases} are internal or external. Internal are eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, 

and mind. External are objects, sounds, odors, tastes, and mental objects. 

 

upadana 

People can have clinging or attachment {upadana} to ways of knowing, sense qualities, perspectives, rules/rituals, 

and self. 

 

upekkha 

Sense qualities {upekkha} can be neither pleasant nor painful. 

 

vedana 

Feelings or sense qualities {vedana} are sukha, dukkha, somanssa, domanassa, and upekkha. 

 

Wheel of Becoming 

Ignorance causes karma, which causes knowledge types, which causes body knowledge, which causes the five 

senses, which cause object knowledge, which causes experiencing, which causes desire, which causes grasping, which 

causes rebirth, which causes decay, which causes death {Becoming Wheel} {Wheel of Becoming}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Methods 

 

bhakti in Buddhism 

Buddhism has devotions {bhakti}. 

 

Eightfold Path 

Path to enlightenment {Eightfold Path} includes right belief or view, resolve, speech, conduct, occupation, effort, 

contemplation or mindfulness, and concentration or ecstasy. In Buddhism, following Eightfold Path eliminates desire 

and suffering and breaks the reincarnation chain. Eightfold Path is middle way between materialism and ascetism. 

 

Five Precepts 

Do not kill, steal, have sexual misconduct, use false speech, or use intoxicants nor become heedless {Five Precepts}. 

 

Four Foundations of Mindfulness 

Contemplate body, feelings, perceptions/thoughts, and consciousness as themselves {Four Foundations of 

Mindfulness}. 
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prayer wheel 

In Buddhism, wheels {prayer wheel} with many rolled-up mantras can spin during meditation. 

 

soteriology 

Mahayana Buddhism has a liberation-from-self method {soteriology}. 

 

vipassana 

In Buddhism, meditation exercises {Insight Meditation} are to develop insight or tranquility and concentration to 

achieve pure insight and tranquility {vipassana}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Five Aggregates 

 

Five Aggregates 

Five causal or conditioned existence parts {Five Aggregates} form being: matter, feelings, perceptions, mental states 

or thoughts, and consciousness. 

 

nama 

Mind {nama} is one of the Five Aggregates. 

 

rupa 

Matter {rupa} is one of the Five Aggregates. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Four Noble Truths 

 

Four Noble Truths 

Buddhism has four statements {Four Noble Truths} {Four Truths}. Existence is constant suffering and sorrow. 

Ignorance/illusion and desire cause suffering, by grasping existing world. People can suppress suffering by ending 

desire, ego, illusion, and ignorance. People can reach nirvana. 

 

marga in Buddhism 

The middle way {marga, Buddhism} {middle path} is the Eightfold Path that ends dissatisfaction and suffering and 

liberates. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. According to Buddhism, people should follow the middle path, between 

worldly desires and harsh asceticism and discipline, and avoid both skepticism and dogma. 

 

nirodha Buddhism 

People can end {nirodha} dissatisfaction and suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. 

 

samudaya Buddhism 

Desire/grasping {samudaya} causes dissatisfaction and suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Existence 

 

dukkha Buddhism 

Life is dissatisfactory {dukkha} or has suffering. It is one of the Four Noble Truths. All life is dissatisfactory always. 

Dukkha is one of three truths or marks of existence. 

 

anatta 

Self is a name only, not reality {anatman} {anatta} {annatta} {no-self}. Self has no permanence and no substance. 

Anatman is one of three truths or marks of existence. 

 

anitya Buddhism 

Material things and all existence are not permanent {anitya}. Anitya is one of three truths or marks of existence. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Triple Body 
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Triple Body 

People can have transformation, enjoyment, and void {Triple Body}. Transformation is all things, events, and forms. 

 

dharma in Buddhism 

Doctrine {dharma, Buddhism} can mean reality, truth, physical law, physical nature, proper conduct, duty, justice, 

impartiality, mental state, or cause. 

 

karuna in Buddhism 

Enjoyment is physical-world compassion or knowledge {karuna, Buddhism}. 

 

prajna in Buddhism 

Void or Suchness is wisdom, intuition, and knowledge {prajna, Buddhism}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Monks 

 

arhat 

Buddhist monks {arhat} can have obtained enlightenment. 

 

bhikku 

Thai for Buddhist monk {bhikku}. 

 

forest-dweller 

Living in the forest {forest-dweller} can remove suffering and defilement. 

 

Luang Poh 

Older and respected monk {Luang Poh} is Venerable Father. 

 

Phra 

Thai title for Buddhist monk {Phra}. 

 

samanera 

Beginning monks {samanera} can take the Three Refuges and observe the Ten Precepts. 

 

sangha 

Buddhist community or Thailand monk {sangha}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Places 

 

Ambhavan 

Buddhist temple {Ambhavan} is in Singhburi, north of Bangkok. 

 

Amphur 

Thai county {Nai Amphur} {Amphur} of province has a sheriff. 

 

Ayudhya 

Thailand capital {Ayudhya} [1350 to 1767] and province north of Bangkok. 

 

changwat 

Thai province {changwat}. 

 

Tambon 

Thai ward or province district {amphur} {Tambon}. 

 

uposatha 

ceremonial hall or monastery building {uposatha}. 
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wat 

Thai for Buddhist temple {wat}. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects 

 

Buddhist sect 

Sects {Buddhist sect} are Lamaism, Mahayana Buddhism, Hinayana Buddhism, Tantric Buddhism, Vajrayana 

Buddhism, and Zen Buddhism. 

 

yana 

Buddhism is a vehicle or ferry {yana} to liberate oneself from desire, through enlightenment. 

types 

Hinayana Buddhism is the small boat or stricter way. Sri Lanka, Burma, and south India are Hinayana Buddhist or 

Theravada Buddhist. Mahayana Buddhism is the large boat or more varied way and includes Zen Buddhism, Pure Land 

Buddhism, and Lotus Buddhism. North India, China, Korea, Vietnam, and Japan are Mahayana Buddhist. Mahayana 

Buddhism strengthened as Sakas and Yueh-Chi peoples moved into India. Vajrayana Buddhism is the diamond way or 

boat. Tibet and Mongolia are Vajrayana Buddhist. 

 

Buddhology 

Mahayana Buddhism features an infinite number of buddhas {Buddhology}, some related to heaven and some 

representing ideals. It has no solitary buddhas {pratyeka-buddha}. Monks do not become enlightened like buddhas, so 

it has no arhats. People should strive to become buddhas. 

 

Esoteric Buddhism 

Buddhism {Esoteric Buddhism}, derived from Hinduism, can have deities. 

 

Dzogchen 

Tibet has a Buddhist tradition {Dzogchen}. 

 

Lamaism 

Tibet has a Buddhism form {Lamaism} [700] similar to Mahayana Buddhism. Dalai Lama has been divine ruler of 

Tibet since 1640. 

 

Vajrayana Buddhism 

Buddhism {Vajrayana Buddhism} can be the diamond way, boat, or vehicle. Tibet and Mongolia are Vajrayana 

Buddhist. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects>Hinayana Buddhism 

 

Hinayana Buddhism religion 

The first formal Buddhism {Hinayana Buddhism} was stricter. 

monk 

Hinayana Buddhism requires a strict program of self-control and effort. Hinayana Buddhism believes that 

enlightenment requires becoming a monk and following strict law. 

self 

Buddha said, "All things are without self". Hinayana Buddhists expanded this idea to say that all things and ego are 

only infinitesimal moments and transient particles. Moment chains and particle aggregations appear as individuals. 

Nirvana ends delusion that momentary things are real. 

 

momentariness doctrine 

Nothing is permanent {doctrine of momentariness} {momentariness doctrine} {Sautranika}, because effects differ. 

Reality is causes. People's thoughts are separate chains of reality. Outside events can affect thoughts, but thoughts are 

separate from exterior physical world. Suffering is part of the thought chain, and external physical world does not cause 

it. Sautrantika School purported to use secret meaning of Buddha's sermons and dialogues. 

 

Sarvastivadin 
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School {Sarvastivadin} {Realists} was last of early Hinayana schools and believes in 75 dharmas or substances. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects>Mahayana Buddhism 

 

Mahayana Buddhism religion 

Later formal Buddhism {Mahayana Buddhism} is less strict than Hinayana Buddhism. 

physical world 

The physical world is an illusion or magic show. The physical world always changes and is endless. All physical-

world things depend on all others. Physical world is unreal Void. 

essence of reality 

The quintessence or real in things has attributes and activities. Attributes and activities can change, but quintessence 

does not change. All things are only such as they are in essence: "thus being thus". Essence has no description, because 

nothing else can describe it. Essence only describes itself. To people, the essence is the Void, because people cannot 

know fundamental reality. 

knowledge 

Real knowledge is not about language, concepts, perceptions, thinking, or world. True reality has no description. 

People can only experience it or have awareness of it. 

schools 

Madhyamika School is about the void. Sautrantika School is about realism through representation and causation. 

Vaibhasika School is about realism by direct experience. Yogacara School is about idealism and subjectivity. 

behavior 

All things in reality are Buddha things, so all people have Buddha nature in them and should try for Buddhahood. 

Bodhisattva worship is good. 

behavior: method 

People must strip away world from one's nature, to reveal Self. The first step toward true reality is to realize the 

unreality of all that one sees or knows and to resolutely set out to reach true reality. The next steps involve removing 

these influences from one's life: ending desire, building concentration, and quieting mind's active criticism and 

attention to detail. Finally, one can enter various states of insight {cosmic consciousness, Buddhism}, in which one 

feels at one with the universe in mystical state. Mahayana Buddhism allows yoga, Buddhism, Hindu rituals, and 

asceticism. 

Buddha bodies 

Buddha has three bodies. Gautama's historical body {nirmanakaya} existed on Earth. Transfigured body 

{sambhogakaya} exists in paradise. Transcendent cosmic-buddha body {dharmakaya} is identical with ultimate reality. 

 

atman in Buddhism 

People have inner being or Self {atman, Buddhism}, which is independent, is imperishable, is unchanging, is not 

part of physical world, is not a created thing, cannot appear to senses, and cannot appear to will or by willing. 

Knowledge of this self must guide life. 

Obtaining true awareness of inner self completely changes one's life and is the way to transcend the physical world. 

Such awareness is realizing that the physical world is an illusion, is purely material, and is fleeting and contradictory. 

People should show no interest but strive for true reality. Even mind, personality, and subconscious are part of physical 

world. 

 

bodhisattva 

In Mahayana Buddhism, people who are about to enter nirvana can stay at pre-nirvana stage {bodhisattva}, out of 

compassion, to comfort and save other beings. They are completely indifferent and without ego but lead others to 

Buddhahood. They can resolve time as samsara and eternity as nirvana into one Void or suchness. Virtue causes power. 

Their potential perfection is still in world and yet is inexhaustible. They take delight, because suffering has ended. They 

can never relapse to ego state, because they have reached perfection. They value nothing of world and so give away all, 

without holding back or thought of consequences. They completely devote themselves to others' benefit. 

They stay in world to represent compassion of the Void and universe. They are part of the Void and yet themselves. 

They can move about in the Void timelessly. They have boundless energy and are able to play as the Void does. 

Bodhisattva shows the idea that the Buddha has renounced nirvana until all creatures have also attained it. 

Bodhisattvas embody compassion of all Buddhas. 

famous ones 
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Buddhism has Four Great Bodhisattva. In Mahayana Buddhism, Lotus Sutra and Heart Sutra are about 

Avalokitesvara, Avalokiteshvara, Guan Yin, or Kannon. Vajrayana Buddhism has Padmapani, Holder of the Lotus. 

Theravada Buddhism has Lokesvara. Tibetan Buddhism has Chenrezig, Shadakshari, or Lord of the Six Syllables. The 

Dalai Lama manifests Avalokitesvara. 

Ksitigarbha in India, Ti-tsang in China, Jizo Bosatsu in Japan, Earth Store Bodhisattva, or Di Zang in China founded 

everything. In Ksitigarbha Sutra or Earth Store Sutra, Buddha named Earth Store Bodhisattva the leading Buddhist 

until time of the next Buddha {Maitreya}. Enma or Yama, King of Hell, is an incarnation and is master of the Six Paths 

of Hell, Ghost, Animal, Man, Asura, and Deva. 

method 

Destined bodhisattva gains knowledge by action, to see consequences. He gains knowledge by role-playing. He 

sacrifices himself. He performs virtuous deeds. He suppresses display and pride. He performs acts that attract good 

karma and leave no room for bad karma. He acts as if he were bodhisattva already. He transcends and thereafter 

behaves perfectly by instinct alone. He sees the potential Buddhahood of all things clearly. 

 

maya in Buddhism 

The physical world is an illusion {maya, Buddhism}, is purely material, and is fleeting and contradictory. 

 

sunyata in Buddhism 

Bases of both true reality and physical world are unknowable and are void itself {sunya} {sunyata, Buddhism}. 

 

Trikaya Doctrine 

Buddha has Three Bodies {Trikaya Doctrine}. The nirmana-kaya, apparent body, or created body is in time and 

space. The body {sambhoga-kaya} of mutual bliss or enjoyment is an archetype. Dharma-kaya or Reality body is 

enlightenment. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects>Mahayana Buddhism>Schools 

 

Avatamsaka 

A Mahayana-Buddhism school {Avatamsaka}, based on Avatamsaka Sutra, stresses unity and interrelations [1 to 

100]. It affected Zen. 

 

Pure Land 

Sukhavati {Pure Land School} of Mahayana Buddhism states that faith in the Buddha of Boundless Light or 

Amitabha can achieve nirvana [1 to 100]. The Buddha of Limitless Light or Life developed and spread in China, 

Vietnam, Korea, and Japan and is largest sect in Buddhism. The Five Wisdom Buddhas are Amitabha, Vairocana, 

Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava, and Amogasiddhi. 

 

School of the Great Delight 

Schools {School of the Great Delight} can emphasize love and compassion [800]. School of the Great Delight uses 

sexual symbolism to show opposing universe properties, such as male and female and Void and Universe. Yab-Yum is 

the united couple. 

 

Vaibhasika 

People know things either through senses or by inference. Both ways have causal sequences {Vaibhasika} 

{everything exists school}. Suffering comes from outside world, but it is not enduring, because all events and objects 

are momentary. Some reality, such as space and nirvana, is permanent. Past, present, and future are real. 

 

Yogacara 

Mahayana-Buddhism schools {Yogacara School} {mind-only school} can be monistic. 

reality 

All things are mental, with no external objects. Things do not grow, extend, have duration, or have succession. Such 

properties are thought-manifestations. Experience cannot separate from awareness content. The world's creating 

principle is thought or ideation {vijnana, Yogacara}, not material substance. Thoughts and ego depend on vijnana. 

Mind contains the potential and the material for all possible thoughts. Thought material is not a thing and has no 

attributes but is sunya void itself and has suchness. 

consciousness 
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The Void is pure consciousness, thought, reason, and prajna wisdom, as stated in Vedanta. 

The eight consciousness types are the five senses, sense consciousness, classifier/discriminator, and stored 

consciousness of potential forms. 

compassion 

Compassion is pure reflex of Void. Universe itself is compassion, because its parts manifest the Void. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects>Tantric Buddhism 

 

Tantra 

Individuals surrender ego through love and passion for the principle or God that caused their existence, to become 

part of the whole and gain happiness {Tantra} {Tantric Buddhism}. Tantra is to ensure happy life on Earth, to ensure 

one is in heaven after life, and eventually to reach liberation. Tantra uses pleasures of the world to progress higher. 

People rise through participation, not rejection. 

reality 

Tantra is return to Vedas. Tantra and popular Hinduism use sacred-word repetition and emphasize the positive side 

of maya, manifestations in the world. All things are real, holy, and pure. Universe changes are also real. The Void is 

consciousness, being, and bliss, all together and at once. People are always part of universe as real beings and 

consciousnesses. 

classes 

In Tantra, there are no castes, and women can participate. 

goddess 

Tantric initiates usually devote themselves to the goddess Maya-Sakti, consort of all gods. She is also Mahamaya, 

the World Illusion, because her power is what sustains physical world. 

Initiates worship the goddess in different ways, depending on state. They worship her as bride, if they have rajas. 

They worship her as mother, if they have tamas. They worship her as servant, if they have sattva. 

Initiates repeat mantras: prayers, incantations, and holy words. They make offerings. They envision the goddess in 

love and devotion. Initiates typically have images of the goddess. Ritual summons the goddess, from deep within. Self-

surrender and service to the goddess lead to realization that inner self is the goddess. 

unity 

In Tantric Buddhism, individuals are not important, only whole. People should do their duty or role in the world, as 

ritual and service. 

 

bhoga 

Tantric yoga has enjoyment {bhoga} of both joy and suffering. 

 

Five M's 

Tantric rituals often use the five forbidden things {Five M's}: wine, meat, fish, parched grain, and sexual intercourse. 

 

moksa in Buddhism 

Tantra says release {moksa, Buddhism} is not the highest goal. Moksa is meaningless, because all is Void. 

 

nirvana in Tantric 

Tantra depends on the idea, "Who seeks nirvana" {nirvana, Tantra}. 

 

sadhaka 

Tantric initiates {sadhaka} enjoy bliss in knowledge of goddess. 

 

yajna 

Acts are religious rituals {yajna}. Tantric rituals often use the Five M's. Sex has a highly symbolic role. All things 

are divine and pure in Tantrism, even forbidden things. In Tantrism, overcoming seeming darkness of forbidden things 

releases from guilt and provides full realization. 

 

SOCI>Religion>Religions>Buddhism>Sects>Zen Buddhism 

 

zen 

Zen Buddhism {dhyana} {zen} says that there are many different yogas. 
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meditation 

People can learn to suspend physical and mental responses, such as judgment and analysis, to stimuli. Zazen open 

meditation is consciousness without response. 

no dogma 

In Japan, Buddhism has no dogma but emphasizes realizing inner being through meditation and discipline. 

school 

Buddhism in Japan has Rinzai School. 

Zen arts 

Zen arts are tea ceremony, flute playing, archery, fencing, ju-jitsu, and brush drawing. 

 

dhyana in Zen Buddhism 

In yoga of pure Self-contemplation {dhyana, Zen}, mind concentrates on one thing. 

 

kensho 

Understanding or enlightenment can come in altered consciousness states {kensho}. 

 

koan 

Philosophical puzzles {koan} about life can have no solution, show that truth changes depending on perspective, or 

show that there is no truth. "That which can be taken away from you is not worth keeping, and that which cannot be 

taken away from you, why should you be afraid of its being taken away?" Osho Zen Tarot. "Who am I?" "What is 

this?" 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Buddhism 

 

Indrabhuti 

philosopher 

Uddiyah (Swat Valley), Pakistan 

-600 to -500 

Establishing Deep Awareness [-600 to -500: about Buddhist School of the Great Delight] 

 

Siddhartha Gautama or Buddha 

religion founder 

India 

-534 to -483 

He lived -563 to -483. He is also Buddha {Enlightened One} {Awakened One}, Arahat (conqueror or worthy one), 

Siddhartha (accomplisher of aim), Tathagata (arriver at truth), and Sakyamuni or Shakyamuni {silent sage of the 

Sakyas}. He had ten major disciples. 

He was wealthy during youth, but he left his easy life at 29 [-534] to see the world and encountered sick man, old 

pauper, and dead man. His Great Renunciation of luxury was at Kapilavastu [-534]. He began to search for the meaning 

of life and found enlightenment by understanding source of suffering. He had Great Struggle to find knowledge. 

According to Buddhism, while under the Bo tree at Gaya or Uruvela, Kama-Mara, god of desire and death, tempted 

him but did not affect him. He completely introverted. He stayed seven days and nights under the tree and then moved 

to new tree and stayed there seven days and nights. He experienced the Great Awakening and became the Buddha [-

538]. He felt state of nothingness with no individualness and total mystical knowledge {nirvana, Buddha}. He repeated 

this five more times. When he again saw the world, he realized that what he had experienced was beyond speech. He 

felt to talk about it was vain. According to Buddhism, Brahman, the Creator, implored him to teach all creation, awaken 

it from the dream of life, and show it the Path, though few can take it. He proclaimed his doctrine at Sarnath and died at 

Kusinagara [-483]. 

He advocated ascetic life, with no rituals, no castes, and no gods. He did not claim to be god, but his followers 

worshipped him. 

 

Buddhist monastery 

monastery 

India 

-500 

Monk communities began. 
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Subhuti 

monk 

India 

-500 to -470 

He was Buddha's disciple. 

 

Buddhist council 

council 

Rajagrha, India 

-450 

Buddhist monks established discipline and law. 

 

Buddhist council 

council 

Vaisali, India 

-410 

Buddhist monks established discipline and law. 

 

Great Council 

council 

Mahasangiti, India 

-400 

Buddhist monks opposed second-council laws. One group felt that only observing Rules of Vinaya or Canon Law 

achieved Buddhahood. The other group felt that Buddhahood was in everyone already and anyone can develop it. 

 

First Buddhist Council 

religion 

India 

-370 

First Buddhist Council resulted in division into Mahayana and Hinayana. 

 

Milinda or Menander 

king 

Sagala/Bactria 

-155 to -130 

Questions of King Milinda or Menander [-130] 

He was Greek king of Sagala in Bactria [-155 to -130]. Nagasena persuaded him to become Theravada Buddhist. 

 

Nagasena 

monk 

Bactria/India 

-130 

Questions of King Milinda or Menander [-130] 

He persuaded Milinda or Menander, Greek king of Sagala in Bactria [-155 to -130], to become Theravada Buddhist. 

 

Hinayana Buddhism or Theravada Buddhism 

religion 

India 

-100 to 1 

Way of the Elders or Lesser Vehicle is mainly practiced in south Asia. 

 

Mahayana Buddhism 

religion 

India 

-100 to 1 
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Mahayana Buddhism allowed less stringent practices than Theravada Buddhism. Mahayana means greater vehicle. 

Hinayana means lesser vehicle. 

 

Ananda/Kasyapa/Katyayana/Mahakashyapa/Sariputra/Upali 

writer 

India 

-100 to -25 

Three Baskets or Pali Canon [-100 to -25: Buddha teachings, commentaries, and conduct rules are in Pali, a south-

India literary language] 

Three Baskets {tripitaka} {tipitaka} are Vinaya Pitaka, Sutra Pitaka, and Abhidharma Pitaka. Buddhist oral 

teachings are Theravada Buddhism scripture. Other schools are Mahayana and Vajrayana. Vinaya Pitaka is practices 

and ethical code for monks and nuns. Sutra Pitaka has Buddha's life, dialogues, and teachings {agamas} {nikayas}. 

Anguttara Nikaya is in Sutra Pitaka fourth division. Abhidharma Pitaka (Toward Higher Thought or Toward Reality) 

systematically investigates mind and matter. Tripitaka parts include Cullavagga, Dipavamsa, Mahavagga, Mahavamsa, 

Niddesa, Parivara, Patisambhida, and Sataka. 

 

Upali 

writer 

Kapilavastu, Nepal 

-100 to -25 

Vinaya Pitaka or Basket of Monastic Discipline [-100 to -25] 

He wrote Tripitaka first basket, which has rules for the sangha monastic community. 

 

Ananda 

writer 

Rajagaha (Rajgir), Bihar, India 

-100 to -25 

Sutra Pitaka or Sutta Pitaka or Basket of Teachings or Collection of the King or Discourses of Shakyamuni [-100 to -

25: Buddha's discourses to followers]; Nikayas or Discourses of the Buddha [-100 to -25: Nikayas include Digha 

Nikaya or Long Collection, Majjhima Nikaya or Middle-length Collection, Samyutta Nikaya or Collection of Groups 

or Collection of Kindred Sayings with five vaggas and 56 samyuttas, Anguttara Nikaya or Collection of Discourses, 

and Khuddaka Nikaya or Smaller Collection]; Psalms of the Elders, Brethren, and Sisters or Lives and Psalms of the 

Buddha's Disciples or Psalms of the Early Buddhists [-100 to -25: in the Khuddaka Nikaya in the Fifth Group of 

Sutrapitaka in Pali Canon. Sisters are Theri-Bhikkhunis]; Sayings of the Buddha [-100 to -25: in the Khuddaka Nikaya 

of Sutrapitaka in Pali Canon] 

He wrote Tripitaka second basket, Sutta Pitaka, Sutrapitaka, or Basket of Discourses, which has the Five Nikayas. 

Longer Nikaya and Shorter Nikaya are first two parts and are Buddha's dialogues. Third Nikaya is Anguttara or 

Progressive Addition, which states doctrines by units, then pairs, threes, fours, then to tens. Fourth Nikaya is Satlyutta 

or Clusters, which states Logia or doctrines by subject. Sutrapitaka contains the Girimananda Sutra (Discourse to the 

Venerable Girimananda), Mahanidana Sutra (Great Discourse on Origination), Mangala Sutra (Discourse on 

Blessings), Metta Sutra (Discourse on Loving-Kindness), Ratana Sutra (Discourse on Precious Jewels), Samannaphala 

Sutra (Discourse on the Fruits of Recluseship), and Theranama Sutra (Discourse on Knowing the Better Way to Live 

Alone). Fifth Nikaya is in Sutrapitaka or third basket. 

 

Ananda/Kasyapa/Katyayana/Mahakashyapa/Sariputra 

writer 

India 

-100 to -25 

Abhidhamma Pitaka or Higher Teaching Basket or Special Teachings Basket [-100 to -25: Tripitaka third basket has 

seven books that classify psychology, metaphysics, philosophy, and logic] 

 

Perfection of Wisdom Sutras 

writer 

India 

-100 to 600 
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Perfection of Wisdom Sutras or Wisdom Gone to the Other Shore Sutras [-100 to 600: Buddhist account of 

enlightenment contains the Heart of Prajnaparamita Sutra or Heart Sutra and the Diamond Sutra. Prajnaparamita is 

goddess of Transcendental Wisdom.] 

Mahayana sutras include Ratnagunasamchayagatha, Vajracchedika, Lankavatara, and Vimalakirti-nirdesa. 

Philosophical arguments are in Shastras. 

 

Aryasura 

philosopher 

India 

1 to 100 

Aspiration [1 to 100]; Meditation on Compassion [1 to 100]; Garland of Birth Stories or Garland of Tales from the 

Earlier Lives of the Buddha [1 to 100] 

 

Buddhism 

religion 

India 

1 to 100 

Buddhism split into Hinayana, or little boat, and Mahayana, or great boat. Buddha worship began. Gods are Buddhas 

of past and future. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

China 

61 to 844 

Buddhist missionaries arrived. 

 

Fotism 

religion 

China 

100 

Buddhism is Fotism in China. 

 

Jnanasri 

philosopher 

India 

100 

He was later Sautranika. Words are always general, never particular, and serve to negate {exclusion theory of 

meaning}. 

 

Agamas or Samhitas 

writer 

India 

100 to 200 

Fifth Veda [100: Tantric Buddhist works in five parts: Sakti or Shakta, Shiva, Vishnu, Surya or Sun, and Ganesa] 

Tantras, mantras, and yantras are about Vishnu, Shiva, or Devi. Shaivism agamas, such as Kamika, are about Shiva. 

Shakta tantras are about Devi. Vishnuism samhitas are about Vishnu. 

 

Asvagosha or Asvaghosha 

philosopher 

India 

100 to 200 

Treatise on the Buddha Vehicle [100 to 200: play]; Discourses on the Teachings [100 to 200: play]; Life of the 

Buddha [100 to 200: play]; Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana [100 to 200: about Mahayana 

Buddhism] 

 

Lankavatarasutra 
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writer 

India 

100 to 400 

Discourses on Entering Sri Lanka [100 to 400: Mahayana Buddhist text] 

 

Buddhist council 

council 

Kashmir, India 

120 

Council established Mahayana Buddhism. 

 

Nagarjuna 

philosopher 

Nalanda, Bihar, India 

150 to 200 

Guidebook for the School of the Middle Way [150 to 200] 

He founded Madhyamika, Sunyavada, or Voidist School of Mahayana Buddhism. He used the dialectic to break 

fixed conceptions and to prove that all signs are meaningless, that all is and is not, and that all statements are refutable 

{Doctrine of the Void}. 

Epistemology 

To have true knowledge, people should detach from everything and be aware of Emptiness. Using logic to prove 

contradictions forces coming to the concept of emptiness, neither being nor non-being. Therefore, all things are empty. 

They come into being for moments but are dependent. In emptiness, there is no contradiction and no strife. 

Knowledge depends on external-object reality, but their reality comes from ability to know, so everything depends 

on varying perspectives and is not certain. Cause and effect are both meaningless. Pain and pleasure are both 

meaningless. 

Ethics 

The highest goal is the Void, but Void is neither void nor not-void, because it is indescribable, with no goal, no 

burden, and no conflict. 

Middle Way is balanced moderate life. People should not attach {non-attachment} to the 75 dharmas. 

Metaphysics 

Only one Void exists, so no metaphysics is true. Only relations exist. Things only have momentary existence. Being 

or substance is always ordering and forming {dharma, Nagarjuna}, with no permanent order or form. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

Indonesia 

200 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Buddhist tantras 

writer 

India 

300 to 1600 

Sammohana Tantra or Greatly Bewildering Doctrine [1000 to 1600]; Guhyasamaja Tantra or Secret Assembly [300 

to 400]; Manjusri Mula Tantra or Foundation of the Holy and Beautiful [1000 to 1600]; Chandamaharosana Tantra 

[600 to 1100: about Chandi]; Hevajra Tantra [600 to 800: about Hevajra]; Chakrasambhara Tantra or Master of Wheels 

[1000 to 1600]; Mahakala Tantra [1000 to 1600: about Mahakala]; Abhidhanottara Tantra or Union of Female and 

Male Deities [1000 to 1600]; Samvarodaya Tantra or Rain [1000 to 1600]; Kalachakra Tantra or Time Wheels [900 to 

1000: about Kalachakra]; Kurukulla Tantra or Red Tara [1000 to 1600]; Mahavairochana Tantra or Great Illuminating 

Brightness [1000 to 1600: about Mahavairochana]; Vajrapatala Tantra or Striking Thunderbolt [1000 to 1600]; 

Vajrayogini Tantra or Female Thunderbolt [1000 to 1600: about Vajrayogini]; Yogini Tantra or Female Yogi [1000 to 

1600] 

 

Vasubandhu 

philosopher 
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Gandhara (Khandahar), India 

300 to 400 

Compendium toward the Supreme Thought [300 to 400]; Comments on the Abhidharmakosha or Comments on the 

Compendium toward the Supreme Thought [300 to 400]; On the World as Mere Representation [300 to 400] 

He developed Yogacara (Vijnanavada) School of Mahayana Buddhism, was Asanga's half-brother, and worked on 

logic. 

 

Asanga or Aryasanga 

philosopher 

Puruspura (Peshawar), India 

350 

Stages of the Yogacara [350]; Mahayana Buddhism Manual [350]; Compendium toward Higher Teaching or 

Compendium toward Religion [350] 

He lived 300 to ?, developed Yogacara (Vijnanavada) School of Mahayana Buddhism, and was Vasubandhu's 

brother. Perhaps, Maitreyanatha wrote some. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

Burma 

400 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Seng-chao 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

410 to 414 

Treatise on the Immutability of Essence or Things Do Not Alter [410]; Treatise on Non-substantiality [410]; Treatise 

on Incomprehensible Wisdom [410]; Treatise on the Inexpressible State of Nirvana [410]; Book of Chao [410: 

collected works] 

He lived 384 to 414, was Kuramajiva's student, and started and led Hua-yen School [410 to 414], a Zen precursor. 

He was of Maadhyamikas School, Madhyamaka School, San-lun tsung, or School of the Three Treatises. The schools 

used Nagarjuna's Madhyamika-sastra (Spiritual Texts on the Middle Way) and Dvadasadvara or Twelve Gates and 

Aryadeva's Sata-sastra or Treatise in One Hundred Verses. Another influence was Yogacara. 

 

Hua-yen or Hwa-yen 

Buddhist order 

China 

410 to 850 

School depends on the Avatamsaka Sutra or Flower Garland Sutra. All comes from dharma (higher thought). 

Leaders were Seng-chao, Tao-sheng, Tu-shun [557 to 640], Chih-yen [602 to 668], Fa-ts'ang [643 to 712], Ch'eng-kuan 

[737 to 838], and Ts'ung-mi [780 to 841]. 

 

Tao-sheng 

philosopher 

Chang'an (Xian), China 

414 to 434 

Comments on Nirvana-sutra [414 to 434] 

He lived 360 to 434, was Kuramajiva's student, and headed Hua-yen School after Seng-chao [414 to 434]. 

 

Buddhism 

religion 

China 

489 

Large Buddhist temples and cave temples began in China. 

 

Dignaga 
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philosopher 

Kanchi, Tamil, India 

500 to 530 

Wheel of Reason [500 to 530]; Treatise on the Objects of Cognition or Compendium on Valid Perception [500 to 

530]; Treatise on Systems of Cognition [500 to 530]; Treatise on the Correct Principles of Logic [500 to 530] 

He lived 480 to 540 and was of Mahayana-Buddhism Yogacara School. He replaced older logic {trairuupia} with 

implication {vyaapti}. 

 

Chih-i 

Buddhist order 

China 

500 to 600 

He started rational T'ien-t'ai School in China, which uses Lotus Sutra Fa-hua Ching or Saddharmapu. 

 

Buddhist missionaries 

missionary 

Japan 

550 

Buddhism arrived and affected art, architecture, music, and writing. 

 

Dharmakirti or Serlingpa 

philosopher 

Nalanda, Bihar, India 

630 to 700 

Commentary on Valid Perception [630: comments on Compendium on Valid Perception by Dignaga of 450] 

He was Dignaga's student and listed cognition types and how they relate to their objects. 

 

Wonhyo or Daisa Wonhyo of Shilla [Wonhyo of Shilla, Daisa] 

philosopher 

Gyeongsan, Korea 

650 to 680 

Exposition on the Diamond Samadhi Scripture [650 to 680]; Commentary and Supplementary Notes on the 

Awakening of Faith in Mahayana [650 to 680]; Treatise on Ten Approaches to the Reconciliation of Doctrinal 

Controversy [650 to 680]; Arouse the Mind to Practice [650 to 680] 

He lived 617 to 686, in Sil Lah period, united Buddhist-sect teachings, and added Tao and Confucian ideas. He was 

one of the Ten Sages of the Ancient Korean Kingdom. He followed the way of the flow of the wind {poong-ryu-do}, 

using the idea of nothingness {mu, Buddhism} to eliminate dualities and achieve unity. 

 

Kukai or Kobo Daishi [Daishi, Kobo] 

philosopher 

Japan 

800 to 830 

He lived 774 to 835 and introduced Tantric Buddhism to Japan as Shingon or True Word School. All people can 

attain enlightenment, by meditation, mantras {shingon}, and hand movements. Enlightenment requires ten stages. The 

final stage is identity with the Buddha {Mahavairocana}. He was a calligrapher. Perhaps, he invented Japan's hiragana 

script. 

 

Padmasambhava or Padmakara or Padma Raja 

philosopher 

Tibet 

800 to 900 

He brought Mahayana Buddhism to Tibet, and there he is second Buddha. 

 

Saicho or Dengyo Daishi 

monk 

China/Japan 
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608 

From the rational T'ien-t'ai School in China, he went to Japan and founded [806] the Tendai School in Japan. 

 

Abhinavagupta 

philosopher 

Kashmir, Pakistan 

975 to 1025 

Light on the Tantras [975 to 1025]; Shakti of Vairocana or Divine Power of the Great Illuminator [975 to 1025: 

about the Dhvanyaloka and the arts]; Commentary on Bharata Muni's Natyasastra [975 to 1025: about Natyasastra or 

Spiritual Texts on Dancing of Bharati and the arts] 

He derived metaphysics and epistemology from Tantric Buddhism and developed Kashmir Shaivism. Female energy 

resides in the body, and people need to become aware of this knowing, wishing, and acting power. 

Aesthetics 

He invented an aesthetics theory {theory of rasa} {rasa theory, Abhinavagupta}. 

 

Honen or Honen Bo Genku 

philosopher 

Japan 

1160 to 1212 

He lived 1133 to 1212, broke with royal court's Tendai Buddhism and military's Shingon or Tantric Buddhism, and 

introduced Pure Land Buddhism based on Shan-tao or Zendo [1176]. Honen, Dogen, Nichiren, and Honen's disciple 

Shinran developed popular Buddhism {Kamakura Buddhism}. Honen developed Jodo-shu, and his disciple Shinran 

derived Jodoshin-shu. 

 

Shinran 

philosopher 

Inada, Kanto, Japan 

1200 to 1230 

Record in Lament of Divergences [1200 to 1230: compiled by his disciple Yuiembo] 

He lived 1173 to 1262, was Honen's student, founded Pure-Land sect, and said Amida has all power. 

 

Buddhist missionaies 

missionary 

Thailand 

1300 

Buddhism arrived. 

 

Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki [Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro] 

philosopher 

Japan 

1907 to 1949 

Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism [1907]; Essays in Zen Buddhism [1927 to 1934]; Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra 

[1932]; Zen Buddhism and Its Influence on Japanese Culture [1938]; Japanese Spirituality [1944]; Introduction to Zen 

Buddhism [1949]; Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana; Shinran's Kyogyoshinsho: Collection of Passages Expounding 

the True Teaching, Living, Faith, and Realizing the Pure Land 

He lived 1870 to 1966 and translated many Buddhist books into English. 

 

Ramana or Bhagavan Sri Ramana Maharishi [Ramana Maharishi, Bhagavan Sri] 

philosopher 

Arunachala, Tamil, India 

1910 to 1950 

Essence of Instruction [1910 to 1950]; Hymn to Arunachala [1910 to 1950] 

He lived 1879 to 1950 and was Tantric Buddhist. 

 

Tenzin Gyatso [Gyatso, Tenzin] or 14th Dalai Lama 

philosopher 
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Tibet 

1940 to 1959 

He lived 1935 to ?, became Dalai Lama [1940], and went into exile in India [1959], when China took over Tibet. 

 

Baba Ram Dass [Dass, Baba Ram] or Richard Alpert [Alpert, Richard] 

philosopher 

USA 

1971 

Be Here Now [1971] 

He lived 1931 to ? and tried psilocybin, then LSD, with Timothy Leary and Ralph Metzner in 1960's. 

 

SOCI>Religion>History>Buddhism>Zen 

 

Bodhidharma or Daruma or Ta-mo 

monk 

India/China 

520 to 527 

By legend, Bodhidharma was 28th in line of transmission from Buddha's disciple Kasyapa, founded Chan or Zen in 

China as mixture of Mahayana Buddhism and Taoism, and was first Patriarch of Zen. His story is in Jingde Record of 

the Transmission of the Lamp [527]. Chan says that all people have Buddha nature, but thought and feeling obscure it. 

 

Hui-k'o 

philosopher 

China 

527 to 580 

He lived 487 to 593 and was second Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. 

 

Seng-t'san 

philosopher 

Mt. Huang Mei, China 

580 to 606 

Verses on the Faith Mind [gatha] 

He lived ? to 606 and was third Patriarch of Zen Buddhism [580 to 606]. 

 

Tao-hsin 

philosopher 

China 

629 to 651 

He lived 580 to 651 and was fourth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. 

 

Hung-jan 

philosopher 

China 

651 to 675 

He lived 601 to 675 and was fifth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. His student Faju [638 to 689] started Northern School. 

 

Hui-neng or Hui Neng or Eno 

philosopher 

Mt. Huang Mei, China 

675 to 713 

Platform Sutra or Sutra Spoken by the Sixth Patriarch on the High Seat of the Treasure of the Law [675 to 713] 

He lived 637 to 713 and was sixth and last Patriarch of Zen Buddhism [675 to 713]. 

 

Yung-chia Hsuan-chueh or Yung-chia Hsuan-chio or Yung Chia Hsuan Chueh or Yongia Xuanjue or Hsuan-

chueh Hsing-ssu 

philosopher 
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Mt. Huang Mei, China 

690 to 710 

Song of Enlightenment [690 to 710] 

He lived 655 to 713 and was Hui-neng's disciple. Zen-Buddhism Soto School depends on his teachings. 

 

Ch'ing-yuan 

philosopher 

China 

690 to 720 

He lived 660 to 740, was Hui-neng's disciple, and taught Shih-t'ou Hsi-ch'ien. 

 

Shen-hui 

philosopher 

China 

700 to 730 

He lived 670 to 762, was Hui-neng's disciple, started Southern School, and opposed Northern-School creation. 

 

Nanyue Huaizhang or Nan-yueh Huai-jang or Nan-Yueh Huai-jang [Huai-jang, Nan-Yueh] or Nan Yueh Huai 

Jang 

philosopher 

China 

710 to 730 

He lived 677 to 744, was Hui-neng's disciple, and started Hongzhou School. Zen-Buddhism Rinzai School depends 

on his teachings. 

 

Shih-t'ou or Sekito Kisen [Kisen, Sekito] 

philosopher 

Hengshan (Nanyue), China 

730 to 760 

Song of the Grass Roof Hermitage [730 to 760] 

He lived 700 to 790 and was Hsuan-chueh Hsing-ssu's disciple. 

 

Ma-tsu or Baso or Ma Jo 

philosopher 

China 

750 to 780 

He lived 709 to 788 and was Nan-yueh Huai-jang's disciple. 

 

Pai-chang or Po-chang 

philosopher 

China 

750 to 780 

He lived 720 to 814, was Chao-chou's disciple, and founded first Zen community. Chao-chou was previous Zen-

Buddhist leader. 

 

Nan-chuan or Nansen 

philosopher 

China 

780 to 800 

He lived 748 to 834 and was Ma-tsu's disciple. 

 

Hung-po or Huang-po 

philosopher 

China 

800 to 850 

Chun Chou Record [800 to 850] 
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He lived ? to 850 and was Pai-chang's disciple. 

 

Chao-chou or Joshu 

philosopher 

Gu_ny_nyuàn Temple, China 

810 to 840 

Chao-Chou's Dog or Joshu's Dog [810 to 840] 

He lived 778 to 897 and was Nan-chuan's disciple. 

 

Lin-chi Yi-Sen or Lin-chi I-hsuan or Rinzai or Rinzai Gigen [Gigen, Rinzai] 

philosopher 

China 

850 to 867 

He lived 830 to 867, was Hung-po's disciple, and led to Rinzai School. He started the shout "Ho" or "Kwatz". 

 

Xuedou Zhongxian or Hsue Tou Ch'ung Hsien or Setcho/Yuanwu Keqin 

philosopher 

Bianjing (Kaifeng), China 

1000 to 1050 

Blue Cliff Record [1000 to 1050: 1000 koans, with notes by Yüan-wu K'o-ch'in or Engo] 

He lived 980 to 1052. 

 

Myoan Eisai [Eisai, Myoan] or Eisai Zenji 

philosopher 

Japan 

1170 to 1210 

He lived 1141 to 1215 and introduced Zen to Japan, as Rinzai School, building on Ch'an Buddhism in China. He 

began tea ceremony and brought green tea from China to Japan. 

 

Dogen Kigen or Dogen Zenji or Eihei Dogen Zenji [Dogen Zenji, Eihei] or Koso Joyo Daishi [Daishi, Koso Joyo] 

philosopher 

China/Japan 

1231 to 1253 

Treasury of the True Dharma Eye [1231 to 1253] 

He lived 1200 to 1253, came from China, and started Zen-Buddhism Eiheiji or Soto School. "Enlightenment and 

practice are one." All things already have enlightenment. All things have their times. 

 

Ikkyu or Crazy Cloud 

philosopher/poet/calligrapher 

Zenko-an Temple, Japan 

1420 to 1460 

Poems [1420 to 1460: in Chinese] 

He lived 1394 to 1481. 

 

Rikyu or Sen no Rikyu [Rikyu, Sen no] or Sen no Rikyu Koji [Rikyu Koji, Sen no] 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1550 to 1591 

Poems [1550 to 1591] 

He lived 1518 to 1591 and perfected tea ceremony. 

 

Takuan Soho 

philosopher 

Kyoto, Japan 

1608 to 1640 

Unfettered Mind [1608 to 1640] 
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He lived 1573 to 1645 and perfected Zen swordsmanship. He emphasized that mind should not focus or rest {no 

mind} but be ready to act at any time and place. 

 

Bankei Zenji or Bankei Zenji or Bankei Yokatu 

philosopher 

Zuio-ji, Ehime, Japan 

1650 to 1680 

Song of Original Mind [1650 to 1680] 

He lived 1622 to 1693 and was Zen master. 

 

Hakuin Ekaku or Kokurin or Byakuin or Sugiyama Iwagiro [Iwagiro, Sugiyama] or Iwajiro or Jinki or 

Dokumyo or Shoji Kokushi [Kokushi, Shoji] 

philosopher/poet 

Shoin-ji Temple, Japan 

1720 to 1750 

Wild Ivy [1720 to 1750: autobiography]; Daruma [1720 to 1750: scroll] 

He lived 1685 to 1768 and was Zen poet and painter. People need to meditate during all activities. 

 


